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Abstract
We can test a theory of “X” by checking if that theory can reproduce known behaviour of “X”. In
the general case, this check for time-based simulations is only practical for short simulation runs. We
show that given certain reasonable language restrictions, then the complexity of this check reduces to
the granularity of the measurements. That is, provided a very long simulation run is only measured
infrequently, then this check is feasible.
Keywords
Validation, complexity, abduction, qualitative reasoning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We need thorough methods for testing our knowledge bases (KBs). Modern knowledge acquisition (KA) theorists view KB construction as the construction of inaccurate surrogates models
of reality [1, 2]. Agnew, Ford & Hayes [3] comment that “expert-knowledge is comprised of
context-dependent, personally constructed, highly functional but fallible abstractions”. Practioners confirm just how inaccurate KBs can be. Silverman [4] cautions that systematic biases
in expert preferences may result in incorrect/incomplete knowledge bases. Compton [5] reports
expert systems in which there was always one further important addition, one more significant
and essential change. Working systems can contain multiple undetected errors. Preece & Shinghal [6] document five fielded expert systems that contain numerous logical anomalies. Myers [7]
reports that 51 experienced programmers could only ever find 5 of the 15 errors in a simple 63
line program, even given unlimited time and access to the source code and the executable.
Potentially inaccurate and evolving theories must be validated, lest they generate inappropriate output for certain circumstances. Testing can only demonstrate the presence of bugs
(never their absence) and so must be repeated whenever new data is available or a program
has changed. That is, validation is an essential, on-going process through-out the lifetime of a
knowledge base. This view motivated Feldman & Compton [8], then Menzies & Compton [9],
to develop QMOD/HT4: a general technique for automatically validating theories in vague domains. A vague domain is (i) poorly-measured; and/or (ii) lacks a definitive oracle; and/or (iii) is
indeterminate/non-monotonic. Validation in such vague domains necessitates making assumptions about unmeasured variables and maintaining mutually exclusive assumptions in separate
worlds. Many domains tackled by modern KA are vague; i.e. this definition of test is widely
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Fig. 1. A theory. A theory connected devices with two states (up and down  ). In this theory x  y denotes that









y and y can be explained by x and x respectively; and x  y denotes that y and y can be explained by



x and x respectively.

applicable.
Formally, QMOD/HT4 is abduction and abduction is known to be NP-hard [10]; i.e. theoretically the system is impractical since its runtimes are very likely to be exponential on theory
size ( 

 )). Nevertheless, abductive validation has has been able to detect previously invisible

and significant flaws in the theories published in the international neuroendocrinological literature [8, 9]. Further, Menzies has shown [11] that abductive validation is practical for at least the
sample of fielded expert systems studied by Preece & Shinghal. However, standard abductive
validation is restricted to non-temporal theories with the invariant that no variable can have two
different values (  II). In the case of time-based simulation, this invariant is inappropriate since
variables can have different values at different times.
One way to extend abductive validation to temporal abductive validation is to rename variables
at each time point in the simulation. For example, all the variables in Figure 1 could be renamed
e.g. ! , "$#%#%#&'()+* where * is some time point. A naive renaming
strategy would use these renamed variables to create * copies of the theory as seen in Figure 2.
This naive renaming strategy incurs a severe computational cost; i.e. if a non-temporal theory
has ,

variables and is -. 0/ , then for * time points, its temporal equivalent is -. 21 34/ (  III).

This paper presents a non-naive renaming strategy. This new strategy is based on the following
simple intuition. Much of the search space shown in Figure 2 is the same structure, repeated over
and over again. It seems at least possible that no path can be found through *657 copies that
can’t be found in * copies (since the space is essentially the same). If this were true, then we
could reduce the search space of temporal abductive validation by not copying the structure at
all.
We show below (in  III) that this intuition is incorrect, unless we carefully restrict how variNovember 19, 2000
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Theory: copied
for time T= 100,000,000

++

Theory: copied
for time T= 100,000,001
to time T= 999,999,999

++
++

--

--

++

Theory: copied
for time T=1,000,000,000

++

Fig. 2. The theory of Figure 1, copied

8:9<;>=?8 times. The copy at time @BAB9 is used for the inputs to the

simulation. Dashed edges denote links between variables at different times. For space reasons, some of the
copies not shown.

ables are linked in our theories. A linking policy is the method of connecting variables at *C to

*'CEDF . We will show that is we apply the implicit symmetric edge linking policy (described below), then the search space of a theory with G

states saturates after G

renamings; i.e. if a proof

does not terminate in time G , then no such proof exists (  IV). The practical implications of
saturation are that, under certain circumstances, we can ignoring a large subset of the renamed
variables at unmeasured time points. Suppose all the variables in Figure 1 had G

HI states

(e.g. they were variables states: upJ , downK ). Suppose further we had run that model for a
billion ( MLN ) time steps. Suppose further that we only have data from that simulation at three
time points: say, initially, at *OHPMLQ and *OHR%L N . Without implicit symmetric edge linking,
then when searching for proofs of these measurements, we would have to explore the space created by all %L N renamings shown in Figure 2 However, with implicit symmetric edge linking, we
only need explore FUSTV of that space, as shown in Figure 3 (  V).
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Fig. 3. Assuming the simulation is measured only three times, and the 2-state variables are connected with implicit
symmetric edges, then the search space from the

8:9;=W8 copies of Figure 2 reduces to the 3 copies shown here.

Our approach requires a language that is more restrictive than that used in standard qualitative
reasoning such as QSIM [12, 13]. Nevertheless, we argue that this restriction is both practical
and desirable:

X  VI is an experimental demonstration that these language restrictions still permit the simulation and validation of real-world theories.

X In our related work section (  VII), we will note that standard qualitative reasoning systems
cannot guarantee a tractable simulation for all models represented in that system. By comparison, we can guarantee a tractable simulation for all theories written in our language,
provided that a very long simulation run is only measured infrequently.
II. N ON -T EMPORAL A BDUCTIVE VALIDATION
This section contains our standard description of non-temporal abductive validation.
A. Tutorial
Abduction is the search for assumptions A which, when combined with some theory T achieves
some set of goals OUT without causing some contradiction [14]. That is:

XY[Z F : \^]`_Wacbed\ ;
XY[Z^f : ^
\ ]`_haj
g i .
Menzies’ HT4 abductive inference engine [15] caches the proof trees used to satisfy Y(Z F and
Y[Z^f . These are then sorted into worlds W: maximal consistent subsets (maximal with respect to
November 19, 2000
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Fig. 4. A theory.

size). In the case of multiple worlds being generated, the best world(s) are those with maximum
cover: the intersection of that world and the OUTputs.
For example, consider the task of checking that we can achieve certain OUTputs using some
INputs across the KB shown in Figure 4. We denote x=up as xJ and x=down as xK . In that
Dk D
k
figure, x
y denotes that yJ and yK can be explained by xJ and xK respectively; and x ll y
denotes that yJ and yK can be explained by xK and xJ respectively. Edges in our theories are
optional inferences. The utility of using an edge is assessed via its eventual contribution to world
coverage.
In the case of the observed OUTputs being m investorConfidence J , wagesRestraint J ,
inflation Kn , and the observed INputs being m foriegnSales J , domesticSales Kn ,
can connect OUTputs back to INputs using the proofs of Table I. These proofs may contain
F
controversial assumptions; i.e. if we can’t believe that a variable can be both up and down , then
HT4

we can declare the known values for companyProfits and corporateSpending to be
controversial. Since corporateSpending is fully dependent on companyProfits (see
Figure 4), the key conflicting assumptions are m companyProfits J , companyProfits Kn
(denoted base controversial assumptions or A.b). We can used A.b to find consistent belief sets
called worlds W using an approach inspired by the ATMS [16]. A proof P[i] is in W[j] if that
proof does not conflict with the environment ENV[j] (a maximal consistent subset of A.b). In
o
Note: in the temporal abductive case, this rule would be a variable can be up and down at the same time.
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TABLE I
P ROOFS

FROM

F IGURE 4

inflation eq

CONNECTING
BACK TO

P[1]:





INPUTS = p foriegnSales , domesticSales eq .

domesticSales  , companyProfits  ,
inflation 

P[2]:



OUT= p investorConfidence , wagesRestraint ,





foriegnSales , publicConfidence ,
inflation 

P[3]:

domesticSales  , companyProfits  ,
corporateSpending  , wagesRestraint

P[4]:

domesticSales  , companyProfits  ,



inflation  , wagesRestraint
P[5]:





foriegnSales , publicConfidence ,
inflation  , wagesRestraint

P[6]:









foriegnSales , companyProfits ,



corporateSpending ,
investorConfidence
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--
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Fig. 5.

World #1 is generated from Figure 4 by combining P[2], P[5], and P[6].



World #1 assumes

companyProfits and covers 100% of the known OUTputs.
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Fig. 6.

World #2 is generated from Figure 4 by combining P[1], P[2], P[3], and P[4]. World #2 assumes

companyProfits  and covers 67% of the known OUTputs.

our example, ENV[1]= m companyProfits Jn and ENV[2]= m companyProfits Kn . Hence,
W[1]= m P[2], P[5], P[6] n and W[2]= m P[1] P[2] P[3], P[4] n (see Figure 5 and Figure 6).
HT4

defines cover to be size of the intersection of a world and the OUTput set. The cover of

Figure 5 is 3 (100%) and the cover of Figure 6 is 2 (67%). Note that since there exists a world
with 100% cover, then all the OUTputs can be explained; i.e. this theory has passed the abductive
validation test.
In essence, abductive validation answers the following question: “what portions of a theory
of X can reproduce the largest % of known behaviour of X?”. This algorithm will work in two
hard cases:
1. Only some subset of known behaviour can be explained.
2. In the case where a theory is globally inconsistent, but contains useful portions. For example, observe in Figure 4 that the theory author’s disagree on the connection from inflation to wagesRestraint.
Note that this inference procedure ignored certain possible inferences; e.g. in W[1], tradeDeficit K
and currentAccountBalance J . HT4 does not compute ATMS-style total envisionments;
i.e. all state assignments consistent with known facts. A total envisionment would have included tradeDeficit K and currentAccountBalance J . Nor does HT4 compute QSIMstyle attainable envisionments [12, 13]; i.e. the subset of total envisionments downstream of
the INputs. An attainable envisionment would have included currentAccountBalance J .
Rather, HT4 restricts itself to the inferences that connect INputs to OUTputs. That is, HT4 only
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computes relevant envisionments; i.e. the subset of the attainable envisionments which are upstream of the OUTputs. The extra inferences of non-relevant envisionment may result in pointless
world generation. For example, if somehow currentAccountBalance J was incompatible
with wagesRestraint J , then total or attainable envisionments would divide W[1] into at
least two additional worlds, each of which would contain some subset of the literals shown in
Figure 5. The new additional world containing currentAccountBalance J would subsequently be ignored since the new additional world with wagesRestraint J would be returned
during the search for maximum cover.
B. Complexity
This section describes our algorithm for solving the core problem of HT4: finding the base
controversial assumption set A.B. This algorithm will be shown to be theoretically NP-hard,
experimentally exponential, but practical for certain problems.
HT4

executes in four phases: the facts sweep, the forwards sweep, the backwards sweep, and

the worlds sweep. Firstly, the facts sweep removes all variable assignments inconsistent with
known FACTS (typically, FACTS= rst]cbed\ ). Using a hash table, the facts sweep runs in linear
time.
Secondly, the forward sweep finds the conflicting assumption set (denoted A.c) as a sideeffect of computing the transitive closure of IN (denoted IN*). In a theory comprising a directed
graph with vertices V, edges E, and fanout ucH

v wxv , the worst-case complexity of the forwards
v y<v
sweep is acceptable at  &z {jz S / . Note that if the theory lacked invariants, then the validation

process could stop at this point since the transitive closure would find the OUTputs reachable
from the INputs. However, in theories with invariants, it may be the case that we can only
consistently use portions of the theory and INputs to achieve some subset of the OUTputs.
Thirdly, the backwards sweep grows proofs backwards from a member of OUT back to IN
while maintaining several invariants. (i) Proofs can only use members of IN*; i.e. only those
literals downstream of the INputs. (ii) Proofs maintain a forbids set; i.e. a set of literals that are
incompatible with the literals used in the proof. For example, the literals used in P[1] forbid the
literals m domesticSales J , companyProfits J , inflation Jn . (iii) The upper-most
A.c found along the way is recorded as that proof’s guess. The union of all the guesses of all
the proofs will be A.b. (iv) A proof must not contain loops. (v) A proof must not contain items
November 19, 2000
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procedure worldsSweep begin
ENV := maximalConsistentSubsets(A.b)
for i := 1 to size(ENV) begin

|;

W[i] :=
for p
if

} P
p.forbids

~

ENV[i] =

|

then W[i] := W[i] + p;
end
end

Fig. 7. The worlds sweep of HT4.

that contradict other items in the proof; i.e. a proof’s members must not intersect with its forbids
set. We can demonstrate informally and formally that the backwards sweep is a slow process:

X Informally: If the average size of a proof is z 4M:z , then worse case backwards sweep is


z 4EMz / j/ . To make matters worse, the backwards sweep cannot cull its search at a local

propagation level. The utility of an edge may not be apparent till we have examined the
search space accessed after using that edge.

X Formally: Bylander et. al. [10] show that that general abduction is NP-hard. For our particular implementation, we can repeat that prior result since we can show that satisfying
invariant (v) is NP-hard. Clearly, we can find a theory to generate any directed graph.
Gabow et. al. [17] showed that finding a directed path across a directed graph that has at
most one of a set of forbidden pairs is NP-hard. Our forbidden pairs are assignments of
different values to the same variable; e.g. the pairs xJ &xK and xK &xJ are forbidden.
Fourthly, once A.b is known, then the proofs can be sorted into worlds via the worlds sweep.
HT4

extracts all the objects O referenced in A.b. A world-defining environment ENV[i] is

created for each combination of objects and their values. In our example, ENV[1] = m cJn and
ENV[2] = m cKn . The worlds sweep is simply two nested loops over each ENV[i] and each
P[j] (see Figure 7). A proof Pj belongs in world W[i] if its forbids set does not intersect the
assumptions ENV[i] that define that world. The worlds sweep is exponential at -xz z%(z s{jz / =

 : z !M:z / (z s{jz / .
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Fig. 8. Average runtimes.

Menzies [11] reports exponential runtimes of HT4 in a mutation study. Hundreds of theories
were artificially generated by adding random vertices and edges to the Smythe ’89 theory of
glucose regulation [18]. For this runtime study, the fanout of the theory was kept constant.
Figure 8 shows the average runtime for executing the system over 94 mutated theories and 1991
randomly chosen rs&bd\ pairs [11]. For that study, a “give up” time of 840 seconds was
built into the system. The system did not terminate for z {jzW

L in under that “give up” time

(shown in Figure 8 as a vertical line); i.e. the “knee” in the exponential runtime curve kicks-in
at around 800 vertices.
Nevertheless, non-temporal abductive validation is a practical validation algorithm since there
exist real-worlds theories which it can validate. Of the fielded expert systems sampled by Preece
& Shinghal [6], none had more than 510 literals in their dependency graphs. The neuroendocrinological theories studied by Feldman, Compton, & Menzies had less than 550 literals in
their dependency graphs. However, HT4 contains an NP-hard backwards sweep followed by
a exponential worlds sweep. Experimentally, exponential runtimes have been observed in one
implementation. Hence, we have theoretical and experimental reasons to reject proposals which
significantly increase the size of our theories; e.g. the naive renaming for temporal abductive
validation discussed in the introduction and elaborated below (  III).
III. T EMPORAL A BDUCTIVE VALIDATION
In at least two commonly used knowledge representations, the truth value of literals can
change over the lifetime of the simulation:
1. Rule-bases that are processed via a standard match-select-act loop may assert and retract
facts many times during its processing.
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Fig. 9. A theory.

a1

-++
--

b1

++
a2

++
--

b2

++
--

b3

-a3

++
Fig. 10. Figure 9 renamed over 3 time intervals and connected using IEDGE. Dashes denote time edges.

2. As the inference executes over loops in qualitative theories or topoi graphs [19], literals
may be assigned different belief values at different times.
We use the term “temporal abductive validation” to denote the problem of validating theories
where the belief values of literals can change during a simulation. One approach to implementing temporal abductive validation would be to create one copy of the theory for each time
interval * in the simulation. The variables at time  would be created by renaming each variable
in the theory

 for [H¡)#%#%#¢* . Once the renaming was completed, then we could apply

some linking policy to make connections between *BHB and *£H5¤ . For example, using the
k ¦
implicit edge linking policy (hereafter IEDGE), if the theory says ¥
, then we would connect
¦
¥
C k
CEDF . For example, for a simulation of Figure 9 over 3 time intervals, we could
3¨§
3¨§
f
execute HT4 over Figure 10 . The disadvantage of this approach is that the graph size would
increase with the number of copies. Given the complexity results of  II-B, this is undesirable.
Note that the copies of Figure 10 repeat the structure of Figure 9 at each time interval in the
simulation. Recall the introduction, a plausible intuition is that no explanation path can be found
through *¤5 copies that can’t be found in * copies since the space is essentially the same. If
this were true, then we could reduce the search space of temporal abductive validation by not
copying the structure at all.
©

Implementation note: internally, we could execute over one copy of the theory and use a stack variable to denote the current

time.
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Fig. 11. A theory with asymmetric edges from a to d and from c to f.
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Fig. 12. Figure 11 with asymmetric edges replaced by symmetric edges.

Menzies & Cohen [20] showed that this optimisation is not possible for unrestricted languages;
i.e. if we allow (e.g.) asymmetric edges in our theories. Symmetric edges model the kinds of
Dk D
k
influences we see in simple mathematics. For example, x
y and x ll y are examples of
symmetric edges in that they make some statement about every state of the downstream vertex
D k D
y. x  l y is an example of an asymmetric edge: yJ could be explained by xJ , but not visa
versa. Asymmetric edges are useful for (e.g.) modeling in-flows that pour into the top of a tank
and out-flows which drain from the bottom of the tank. If an in-flow increases, then the tank
level could increase. However, the converse is not true since only if the tank out-flow increases
will the tank level decrease.

D k D
D k D
For example, Figure 11 contains two asymmetric edges (a  l d; c  l f) which, internally,
has the search space of Figure 13. Figure 11 duplicates the topology of Figure 9 in the regions
A,B,C with an extra link from the top-left vertex of one region to the top-right vertex of the
next region. A path from bJ to eJ will take at 3 time intervals to cross from top-left to topright in each of the regions A,B,C. By repeating A,B,C more times, we can generate dependency
graphs which would require any number of intermediaries to traverse. This example suggests
that between each measured time interval we may need many intermediary copies.
However, if we restrict our language appropriately, then some close to our above plausible
intuition is true. While exploring examples like Figure 11, we noted that if we restrict ourselves
to only symmetric edges, then we could not find an example where proofs took longer than
November 19, 2000
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Fig. 13. The search space within Figure 11.
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Fig. 14. The search space within Figure 12.

two time intervals. For example, Figure 12 replaces the asymmetric edges of Figure 11 with
symmetric edges. Figure 12 expands into the search space of Figure 14 in which we can connect
bJ to eJ in two time intervals (one from b1J to f1K , then two from f1K to e2J ). In the next
section, we will demonstrate that this “2 time intervals is enough” is a general result.
IV. P ROOF
This section describes the main result of this paper; i.e. given a theory comprising G -state
devices connected by symmetric edges, then if a proof cannot be found in G

time intervals, it

can never be found at all. Roughly speaking, if every edge offers a comment on all the states of
its downstream vertices (i.e. they are symmetric), then the state space rapidly saturates. That
is, the granularity of the time axis reduces to the number of states in the theory. Hence, all the
connectable points in the state space can be found very quickly. The formal proof for the G -state
case is intricate. Hence, we first show an informal proof of the 2-state case before presenting the
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Fig. 15. Proofs in two time intervals or less. The dashed line from y to a °

is a time edge.

Dotted

edges denote any number of non-time edges.

G -state proof.

A. Informal Proof For 2-State Devices
Consider a proof over theory using two state devices (say, up and down, denoted J and K
respectively) and symmetric edges. This proof has a start (e.g. xJ ) and a goal. If that goal can
be reached without crossing anything that contradicts the goal (hereafter, the simplest case), then
this proof can be achieved in one time interval. This case is the top path of Figure 15.
Now consider the case in which the goal (e.g. yK ) can only be reached via a conflicting value
(e.g. yJ , see the bottom path of Figure 15). The only case in which such a proof can terminate
is when there is a path from the conflicting value to the goal value; e.g. yJ to yK ). If such a
path exists, then with

IEDGE

linking, there must be a time edge from the conflicting value to its

neighbor; e.g. yJ to a ± where ± denotes some value assignment to a (either aJ or aK ). This
means that we can use the simplest case to get to the conflicting value in one time interval and
then we can use the time edge to move on to the goal (see the dashed edge in Figure 15). Note
that moving on to the goal (via a ± to wK to yK ) will take no more than one more time interval
since the only literal that could block the process (e.g. yJ ) has already been used (this is proved
formally below).
The only other interesting case is that this proof needs to cross other conflicting values (e.g.
wJ and wK ). Using the simplest case, we can cross one of these conflicting values before the
time edge via the base case, and the other one afterwards (see Figure 15). Hence, these other
conflicting values will not further delay the proof.
By symmetry, this example can be repeated for proofs from xK to yJ or yK , and for proofs
from y to x. Hence, if a proof exists, it must be found in at least two time intervals.
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Fig. 16. The relationship between an edges of a theory digraph and its image in the associated dependency digraph.
(a) Directed edge ¶ from variable · to variable ¸ in a 6-state theory. (b) The edges in image ¹º¶&» .

B. Formal Proof for G -State Devices
Formally, a theory digraph is a directed graph ¼

consisting of vertices representing variables

and edges representing connections between the states of the variables. Each variable ½ can have

G

states, ½!F<%##%#¨½'¾ . A directed edge ¿ of ¼ from ½ to À represents a collection of dependencies

of the states of À on the states of ½ . For theory digraph ¼ , we use these dependencies to construct
a dependency digraph ¼(Á . For each vertex ½ of ¼ , there is a vertex ½'Â in ¼(Á for each state of

½ . There is an edge from vertex ½'Â to vertex ÀÃ if ÀÃ is dependant on ½'Â in some relationship
represented by an edge of ¼ . For simplicity, in this paper we refer to vertices in a theory digraph
as variables and vertices in a dependency digraph as states. For an edge ¿ of a theory digraph ¼ ,
we define image U¿ / to be the collection of edges of ¼Á generated by ¿ (see Fig. 16). Similarly,
for a path Ä of ¼ , image Ä / is the subgraph formed by the union of the images of the edges of

Ä .
A directed edge ¿ in ¼

from ½ to À is symmetric if the edges in image U¿ / form a bijection

between the the states of ½ and the states of À (see Fig. 16). In this section, we consider only
theories where all edges are symmetric.
Consider states Å"Æ and ÇÈ in dependency digraph ¼(Á . A simple proof of ÇÈ from Å"Æ , É

Â UÅ"Æ<ÇÈ
/,

is a directed path from Å"Æ to ÇeÈ such that for any variable Ê in ¼ , at most one state of Ê is on
É Â UÅ"Æ<ÇÈ / .
A proof of state ÀÃ from state ½'Â , ÉËÌ½'Â<ÀÃ / is an ordered collection of simple proofs such that

½'Â is the start of the first path, ÀeÃ is the end of the final path, and there is an edge in ¼Á from
the final state of each simple proof to the start state of its successor (see Fig 17). Note that for a
state Ê of ¼ , multiple states of Ê can be contained in proof É[Ì½'Â<ÀÃ / , but at most one state of Ê
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Fig. 17. A proof of ¸xÍ from ·Î . Edges ¶Ï and ¶Ð are time edges and are shown as dotted lines. Solid lines are simple
proofs containing one or more non-time edges.

can be contained in the same simple proof of ÉËÌ½'Â<ÀÃ / .
We think of each simple proof of proof ÉËÑ½'Â<ÀeÃ / as occurring in its own time quantum. The
time of a proof, time É[Ì½'Â<ÀÃ /:/ is the number of simple proofs in É[Ì½'ÂxÀÃ / . We call the edges
connecting the simple proofs time edges. The minimum proof time, minTime Ì½'ÂxÀÃ / , is the
minimum time of any proof of ÀeÃ from ½'Â . If there is no proof of ÀÃ from ½'Â , then minTime Ñ½'Â<ÀeÃ /
is undefined.
Consider a directed path Ä

in ¼

from vertex ½ to vertex À . Define reachable ÄÒ½'Â / to be the

collection of states of À that are reachable from ½'Â in image Ä / . We also define path ÄtÓ to be a
prefix of path Ä if ÄtÓ is a subpath of Ä and Ä and ÄtÓ share the same first vertex.
Lemma 1: Let Ä

be a directed path in theory digraph ¼

from variable ½ to variable À and ÄtÓ

be a prefix of Ä . Then z reachable Ä Ó ½'Â / zÔÕz reachable UÄÖ:½'Â / z .
Proof: The proof is by a simple inductive argument on the length of Ä . If path Ä

has

length L , then ½×HØÀ and only ½'Â is reachable fron ½'Â so z reachable UÄÖ:½'Â / zÙHI and the only
prefix is Ä itself so the lemma holds.
Now suppose the lemma is true for all paths of length Ú or less. Suppose Ä has length Ú"5Û . Let
vertex Ü be the predecessor of À on Ä and let ÄtÓ be the path from ½ to Ü formed by removing the
final edge ¿ of Ä . Symmetric edges imply that the edges in image U¿ / form a bijection between
the states of Ü and the states of À . Therefore, for each Ü$Ý in reachable UÄ^ÓÞ½'Â / there is a unique
state of À reachable from ½'Â via a path through Ü$Ý , so z reachable UÄ Ó ½'Â / z+Ôßz reachable UÄÒ½'Â / z
(see Fig. 18). Since any prefix of Ä is either Ä itself or a prefix of ÄtÓ the lemma is proved.
Note that it is possible for z reachable UÄ^Óº½'Â / zË

z reachable UÄÖ:½'Â / z since Ä

may contain

cycles and other states of À may have been reached in some other prefix of Ä .
Lemma 2: Let Ä be a directed path in theory digraph ¼ from variable ½ to variable À and ½'Â be
a state of ½ with z reachable UÄÒ½'Â / z)Hà . For each integer  in á##%#à , we can find a unique state

À%â of À such that minTime Ñ½'Â<À%â / Ôã when only considering proofs with all edges in image Ä / .
This lemma is the key to our result. Before proving the lemma, consider the following examNovember 19, 2000
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¸ä , ¸<å , ¸<æ , and ¸xç through the states of
 reachable ¹ºèêéë»: .  reachable ¹ìèêéÞí ·Î »:%îc reachable ¹ìè!íU·)Î » since state ¸<ï is reachable from some prefix of èêé .

Fig. 18. Illustration of the proof of lemma 1. There are paths to states

Dashed lines are time edges; solid lines are one or more non-time edges.

ple. Figure 18 represents image UÄ / for some path Ä

from variable ½ to variable À . Path Ä^Ó is

the prefix of Ä formed by removing the final edge ¿ from Ü to À .
Suppose we have determined that z reachable UÄ^ÓÞ½'Â / z4Hñð and for each òÔóÔóð we have
minTime Ñ½'Â<Ü$C / Ôã . We iterate finding states of À to satisfy the lemma:

X Iteration 1: Since there are no states of À on É^F , we can extend É^F by ¿F to demonstrate that
minTime Ñ½'Â<ÀF / Hô .

X Iteration 2: State õ
S

is on the final simple proof of proof É f , so we can conclude that

minTime Ñ½'Â<À / Ô£ .
S
X Iteration 3: Since we can consider edge ¿ f a time edge, we demonstrate that minTime Ì½'Â<À f / Ô
ö
.
X Iteration 4: State õ f is on the final simple proof of proof Éø÷ . We can use the already
determined proof of À f to demonstrate that minTime Ì½'ÂxÀ÷ / Ô minTime Ì½'ÂxÀ f / 5£Ôãð .

X Iteration 5: Since a proof of À÷ was found earlier (by induction), we have that minTime Ì½'ÂxÀ÷ / Ô
reachable UÄ^ÓÞ½'Â / zHBðWù .
Proof: Let Ä be a path from vertex ½ to vertex À . The proof is by induction on the length
of Ä . If Ä has length L , then ½úHûÀ and only ½'Â is reachable from ½'Â so z reachable UÄÒ½'Â / zHÕ
and minTime Ì½'Âx½'Â / Hü .
Now suppose the lemma is true for all paths of length Ú or less. Suppose Ä has length Ú(5£ .
Let vertex Ü be the predecessor of À on Ä

and ÄtÓ be the path from ½ to Ü formed by removing

the final edge ¿ of Ä .
We partition the states of À into three categories:
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X õ!F : the states of À that are connected from a state in reachable ÄtÓý½'Â / by an edge in
image U¿ / .
X õ f : the states in reachable UÄÒ½'Â / not in õ!F

X õ : the states not in reachable ÄÒ½'Â / .
S
Assume without loss of generality, that the states of Ü are ordered such that for þOz reachable ÄtÓý½'Â / z ,
minTime Ñ½'Â<Ü$C / Ôñ . Such an ordering is possible by the inductive hypothesis. Assume also
that the edges of image ¿ / are labeled ¿F<%#%#%#&¿M¾ and the states of À are numbered such that:

X edge ¿C connects state Ü$C to state ÀC ,
X À

o DFx%#%#%#À reachable    are the states of õ f in any order.
vÿ v
v
v
X À


%
#
%
#
>
#

À
¾
are
the states of õ in any order.

D
F

reachable
 

S
v
v
Note that our definition implies that ÀF&%#%#%#À o are the states of set õ!F .
vÿ v
We now show how we bound the values of minTime Ñ½'ÂÀeC / in such a way to satisfy the lemma.
Let count indicate the number of states of À labeled at anytime in our algorithm. For each value

Ô

count Ô

z reachable ÄÒ½'Â / z we need to find a unique state ÀC such that minTime êÀC / Ô

count:
While count Oz reachable ÄÒ½'Â / z do

X Increment count
X Choose the smallest  such that ÀC is in either set õ!F or set õ f and we have not already
bounded minTime Ì½'ÂxÀC / for path Ä . By our structure, we know that þÔ count.

X If ÀC in õ!F
– If   count since we know by induction that minTime Ì½'ÂxÜ$C / Ô , if we consider edge ¿C
a time edge, we get minTime Ñ½'Â<ÀeC / HB'5ù(Ô count.
– else let É be a proof of state Ü$C from ½'Â with time É / Ôã . Let É
Â
g ÀC :
of É . If É contains state À%âËH£

Â

be the final simple proof

 if we have already determined a bound for minTime Ì½'ÂxÀâ / for path Ä , then we know
that minTime Ì½'ÂxÀ%â /  count. Let Ç be the successor of the last occurance of Àâ on
Â
É connected to À%â by edge ¿ . We form a proof of ÀC as follows. Use a proof É â of Àâ
Â
with time É0â /  count. Consider edge ¿ a time edge. Then the suffix of É from Ç
Â
to Ü$C plus edge ¿C form a simple proof(since É is a simple proof), and the only state
of À on this path is ÀeC , so minTime Ì½'ÂxÀ / Ô count.
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 else we can truncate proof É at state Çâ , so minTime Ì½'ÂxÀ%â / H£þÔ count.
Â
– else the only possible state of À in simple proof É is ÀC . Therefore, the path formed by
Â
adding edge ¿C to É is a simple proof, so we get minTime Ì½'ÂxÀeC / HBêÔ count.
X else state ÀC is in set õ f . Therefore, there is a prefix Ä Ó Ó of Ä Ó such that ÀC is in reachable Ä Ó Ó ½'Â / .
By lemma 1, we know that z reachable ÄtÓ Óý:½'Â / zÔÕz reachable UÄ^Óº½'Â / z . By our construction,

þOz õ!F%zHóz reachable UÄ^ÓÞ½'Â / z . We get, by induction, minTime Ì½'ÂxÀC / Ô

z reachable ÄtÓ Óý½'Â / zÔ

z reachable ÄtÓý½'Â / z count.
Theorem 1: Consider a theory digraph ¼ with G

states per variable. If if there is a path from

vertex ½'Â to vertex ÀÃ in dependency graph ¼(Á , then minTime Ì½'ÂxÀÃ / ÔùG .
Proof: Find a path Ä in ¼ with ÀeÃ in reachable ÄÒ½'Â / . Then, as an immediate consequence
of lemma 2, minTime Ì½'ÂxÀÃ / Ô£G .
V. I MPLICATIONS
We can use the above proof as an optimisation technique as follows. Suppose we had a G -state
device which was run for *C time intervals and was measured at *+â time points. By “running” we
mean that a search space was created with *C renamings of the variables in the device. These renamings would be linked as per the connections in the original device plus implicit edge linking
between variables from adjacent time points. In search for proofs of measurements, we would
not need to explore further than G

time edges away from the measurement before we could

declare a proof impossible.
Note that it would be a mistake to only generate G
from *

H

 back to *¡H

renamings of the search space. A proof

 must be consistent with intermediary measurements at *

(  ÛO ). Hence, the backwards sweep must build this proof from *

H

Hó , through *óH ,

then back to *£HB . Hence, when generating the renamed variables, we would need to represent
the search space at and between measured time points; i.e. UGP0*¨â / 
renamings. In the case
where G

was small and *+â

*'C , then this is still a significant reduction in the search space.

Returning to our example in the introduction, suppose:
X We had a G HØ -state device with symmetric IEDGE linking which has been running for a
billion time steps; i.e. *'C4HôML N seconds.

X The number of literals in the device are less than the size limits shown in Figure 8; i.e.
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b1
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a2
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--

b2
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a3

++
--

b3

Fig. 19. Figure 9 renamed over 3 time intervals and connected using INODE.

non-temporal abductive validation across this device was known to be tractable.

X We only collected measurements at three time points (say, and 44MLQ and %L N ); i.e. *¨âÒH
Let the space complexity for non-temporal abductive validation across this device by

ö

.

. If we

had not proved saturation for our device, then the search for these proofs would have to explore

ML N renamings; i.e. the space complexity would be ML N 

. However, since we have proved

saturation, then we know that if a proof cannot be found in two renamings, then no such proof
exists. Consider a proof from (e.g.) time

to time   MLQ . If that proof cannot terminate in the

and ([MLQ , then it will never terminate. That is, when building this proof, we could
ignore the search space that used the renamings from to 0$ML Q  . A similar argument could

space

be made for proofs from (ËMLQ to %L N . In practice, we would only need to search the space
created for the three measured time points. That is, the space requirements for this temporal
validation problem would only be



.
VI. E XPERIMENTS

The previous section discussed a general theoretical result relating to temporal abductive validation. This section describes a specific experimental result relating to studies on one model.
We motivate this section as follows:

X In order to prove saturation, we have had to severely restrict our representation language. A
reasonable objection to our approach is that these restrictions render our approach impractical. In this section, we show that this is not necessarily true that our approach is excessively
restrictive since, at least in the example offered below, a practical system was developed.

X The experiment described below is a general framework for comparing the testability of
different qualitative representations.
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sufficiently permissive
theories explain...
sufficiently restrictive

everything

nothing

theories are...
good

poor

Fig. 20. Visualising a successful linking policy. A linking policy should be both permissive to all good theories to
explain correct behaviour and restrictive enough to prevent poor theories explaining any behaviour.

X An earlier version of this paper [20] offered a theoretical conclusion that 3 time copies were
sufficient for the implicit node linking policy (hereafter,

INODE )

using two-state variables

linked by symmetric edges. With implicit node linking, variables at time *ùHB were linked
to variables at time *Hü45B (see Figure 19). However, subsequent experiments with that
policy [21] showed that IEDGE could not distinguish good theories from poor theories. This
section describes this experimental rejection of INODE and the experimental confirmation of
the utility of IEDGE.
A. Experimental Design
In order to assess the practical merits of a linking policy, we need to step back and make a
statement about the context in which such a policy would be used. Menzies & Goss [22] describe
the gray-box modeling problem in which operators need to guess the inner workings of a blackbox simulator using only minimal knowledge of that simulators input-output. The operator
records their guess in an approximate gray-box notation such as Figure 4. For our purposes,
we say that a linking policy is adequate if it supports gray-box modeling. In particular, we say
that a linking policy should be permissive enough to permit the generation of proofs for known
correct behaviour and restrictive enough to block proofs of known incorrect behaviour. Further,
we need to be able to quickly recognise if an operator’s guesses move towards the correct theory.
Figure 20 is a succinct visual representation of an adequate linking policy. Given a range of
theories which degrade from good to poor, we like to see curve of Figure 20; i.e. we quickly
get feedback that we can explain progressively less and less of the behaviour of the theory.
Our test engine has four sub-routines: (1) representative model selection; (2) data generation;
(3) model mutation; and (4) option comparison.
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Fig. 21. The fisheries model. Adapted from [23, pp135-141]. Variables in italics were used in the

XNODE

study

(see text).

(1) Representative model selection: The “fisheries simulation model” (Figure 21) is similar
to theories developed by Goss in his domain. It includes feedback loops; qualitative states; and
measurable entities. A precise mathematical expression of this model is available [23, pp135141].
(2) Data generation: The selected quantitative model was run 15 times over five time steps
to generate numeric test data using different input parameters to create an array of quantitative observations measure[1..15]. From each comparison of measure[i] with measure[j] (i 

j Ô

15), 105 entries were written to an array of qualitative observations

changes[1..105]. For example, if in comparison change[37], the fish density fdens
was increased and the fish catch fcatch was always seen to decrease at all time steps, then

change[37].in is m fdens=up n and change[37].out is m fcatch(t=1)=down, fcatch(t=2)=do
fcatch(t=3)=down, fcatch(t=4)=down, fcatch(t=5)=down n .
(3) Model mutation: This process must be repeated for a large number of representative theories from a domain. As these are hard to find in practice, we generate them using a variant
of the mutation strategy used by Menzies (Figure 8). In this new mutator, a random sample of
X statements in the qualitative form of the known representative model are corrupted. Given a
model with E edges, then as we vary X from 0 to E, we are moving from a good model to a
poor model; i.e. the x-axis of Figure 20. We corrupted the model by flipping the annotation on
November 19, 2000
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Fig. 22. Figure 9 renamed over 3 time intervals and connected using XNODE where the user has indicated that a is
an explicit time node. Dashed lines indicate time edges.

an edge (e.g. ++ to -- or visa versa). The corruption-model-mutator picks its edges to corrupt
at random, and we repeat the corruption a statistically significant number of times (20 repeats).
(4) Option exploration: The two linking policies discussed above (IEDGE,

INODE )

were com-

pared with another policy we have proposed elsewhere [21]. The explicit node linking policy (hereafter,

XNODE )

acts like

INODE

except that domain experts explicitly label which nodes

are to be connected across time. For the three linking policies (IEDGE,

INODE , XNODE )

and for

each mutated model, we created six model copies copy[0..5]. copy[i] was connected to
copy[i+1] as follows: if
else, if

INODE

IEDGE

was being used, then copies were connected as in Figure 10;

was being used, then copies were connected as in Figure 19; else if

being used, then copies were connected as in Figure 22. For the

XNODE

XNODE

was

policy, the variables

shown in italics in Figure 21 were used as the explicit time nodes. Change inputs were mapped
into copy[0]. Change outputs were mapped into some copy[1..5]. The success of each
run was assessed using the generated data, by recording the % of the explicable outputs i.e.
those outputs that the model could connect back to inputs. Returning to Figure 20, everything=100% explicable and nothing=0% explicable.
Proofs for PUTputs at time *

H

 must be consistent with proofs from *

H¡)#ì# ð . Hence,

all the proofs must be built together (see run qualitative model in Figure 23). For this
study, we only collected % explicable figures for OUTputs at time *ãHû .
B. Results
Figure 24 shows the results of applying the test engine to the fisheries model. All policies
could explanations for at least 20% of data, even for very poor theories. We attribute these
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1) the quantitative fisheries model M0
2) the qualitative fisheries model M1 with
edges E

:= edge[1..17]

3) T

:= 5 max time ticks

4) linkingPolicies := [iedge, inode, xnode]
5) Repeats

:= 20

Outputs: Xplicable, Runtime

measure[1..15]:= run_quantitative_model(T,M0)
change[1..105]:= comparisons(measure)
for policy

} linkingPolicies begin

for corrupted:=0 to |E| begin
for r:=1 to Repeats begin
M2 :=corruptSomeEdgesChoosenAtRandom(corrupted,M1)
for t:=0 to T

copy[t]:= M2

for t:=0 to T-1 time_connect(copy[t],copy[t+1],policy)
for i:=1 to |change| begin
<In,Out[1..T]>:= change[i]
startTime := timeNow()
Xplained[1..T]:= run_qualitative_model(copy,In,Out)
Runtime[policy,r,corrupted,i]:= timeNow() - startTime
Xplicable[policy,r,corrupted,i]:=
|Xplained[5]|*100/|Out[5]|
end
end
if corrupted=0 or corrupted=|E| then goto :nextE
end
:nextE

# skip further random edge corruptions of 0 or E edges

end
end

Fig. 23. Experimental design for assessing linking options
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Fig. 24. Comparing implicit edge linking (IEDGE) with implicit node linking (INODE) with explicit node linking
(XNODE).





89  theories were tested ranging from Figure 21 with 0 edges corrupted) to Figure 21 with all

17 edges were corrupted.
6
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5
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iedge
inode
xnode
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1
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15
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Fig. 25. Average runtimes in seconds for the experiments of Figure 24.

residual explanations to the indeterminacy of qualitative theories.
The results show that two of the linking policies (XNODE and IEDGE) were close to the ideal ideal
curve of Figure 20.

INODE

was observed to be quite removed from the ideal.

INODE

is clearly not

sufficiently restrictive a linking policy since even with all edges corrupted, this linking policy
allowed poor theories to explain correct behaviour. Hence, based on this experiment, we now
reject our previous recommendations [20] regarding the use of IEDGE.
XNODE

the

was closest to the ideal curve of Figure 20. However, we must not uncritically endorse

XNODE

linking policy. Recall that the basis of this policy was that users could pick some

subset of the vertices and mark them as explicit time traversal nodes. Our above proof of saturation of G -state devices in G
found in

IEDGE d

time ticks depended on the regularities found in the search space

linked theories. The search space of an explicitly linked theory may be highly

irregular because users could link only a small subset of nodes across time. Since we cannot
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linking, then a simulation of (e.g.) ML N time ticks, the

XNODE

validater must search through a space equal in size to ML N copies of the theory. Hence, we can
only recommend XNODE for short simulations such as the five time steps simulated in Figure 24.
Figure 24 shows us that

IEDGE ’s

maximum explicable rate is 82%; i.e.

IEDGE

is not fully

permissive. In our enthusiasm to cull the search space in a qualitative simulation, we have also
culled some valid behaviours. Nevertheless, our results show that IEDGE can serve as a validation
device for fisheries. Note that for

IEDGE

after only a third of the model being mutated, only

around half the outputs are inexplicable. This is a nice result: we get clear, early indications if
we are straying from a good model. Further, since we can prove that IEDGE supports saturation,
then, unlike XNODE, we can show that IEDGE can be used for validating very long simulation runs.
The average runtimes in seconds for each trial are shown in Figure 25. I EDGE and XNODE were
much faster than the rejected linking policy, INODE. One interesting feature of Figure 25 is that
as the models grow more corrupted, it becomes faster to determine what outputs are explicable.
This is a another nice result: we can reject nonsense faster.
VII. R ELATED WORK
Menzies & Compton [24] have argued that the limits to validation are also the limits to modeling since we should not build what we cannot test. Levesque and Brachman observed that
seemingly minor changes in a frame-based language dramatically altered the tractability of subsumption [25]. Here we have shown that seemingly minor changes in the temporal linking policy
dramatically altered the tractability of validation. The implications for other representations are
not yet clear. However, it is possible that if other representations are to support tractable validation, then must be constrained in a manner analogous to symmetric IEDGE linking.
Elsewhere [9, 26] we have extensively discussed the connection of this work to standard qualitative reasoning (QR); non-monotonic reasoning such as default logic and assumption-based
truth maintenance systems (ATMS); and ATMS-based verification and validation tools from the
V&V community. We include some summary notes below.
Default logic: An HT4 world is not an extension of a default logic theory [27]. Extensions are
close under deduction; i.e. contains the attainable envisionments.
ATMS:

As mentioned above, we generate different envisionments to the ATMS (  II-A). Fur-

ther, while the ATMS computes its environments incrementally, HT4 is a batch process.
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V&V: To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first detailed analysis of the computational
complexity of validating theories used for time-based simulations. The validation of the runtime
dynamic properties of rules has been studied by Preece et. al. [28]. Detailed complexity results
for the verification of rule-based systems have been reported by Levy & Rousset [29]. Other
ATMS-style

validation approaches are all for non-temporal theories [30, 31]. None of these

studies explore loops within the dependency graph of a rule based. Such loops would require a
temporal analysis.
Standard QR: Standard QR is based around theorem provers that process qualitative differential equations; i.e. a piece-wise well-approximated low-order linear equation or a first-order
non-linear differential equation whose numeric values are replaced by one of three qualitative
states: up, down, or steady [32]. Examples of standard QR include QSIM [12] and QPT. Nonstandard QR variants include first-order logic qualitative modeling [33], and non-linear QR [34].
Our approach is similar to standard QR since it is based on well-approximated low-order linear
equations. However, it has certain key differences. For example, our symmetric edges are different to the 5 and   of QSIM. The QSIM connections allow for the automatic inference
of landmark states where the sign of a variable’s rate of changes from positive to negative (or
visa versa). We do not permit the auto-deduction of such states: all our states must be encoded
manually. Also, our language is optimizes for tractability, not expressability. Hence, we can’t
encode the higher-order constraints often discussed in the QSIM literature. In our defense, we
note that often the QSIM literature uses those constraints to tame intractable chatter. We have no
need to tame intractability since that comes for free with our language choice.
Another major difference to the standard QR literature is that we have sought a minimal graphtheoretic framework for our representation. As a result, the internal data structures of our approach are very uniform. This uniformity enables the kind of complexity analysis described
above. Also, our approach can be viewed as a multiple-world qualitative version of time averaging [35]. Time averaging studies the long-term properties of a model under feedback. Such
long-term reasoning is possible only for certain structures within a system of equations. Our
technique, on the other hand, can discuss the long-term properties of all constructs in our language. To achieve this, we have had to adopt a more restrictive than that used in (e.g.) QSIM.
Despite these restriction, we have shown in  VI it is still expressive enough to model and validate
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real-world QR theories such as Figure 21.
A fundamental property of qualitative systems is their indeterminacy. For example, recall
that the qualitative model of Figure 4 could not tell if companyProfits was to go up or
down. In standard QR, one world is branched for each possibility: companyProfits J ,
companyProfits K and companyProfits remaining steady. When extended over several
levels in a network, this can lead to an intractable branching of behaviour. Meta-knowledge can
be used to tame some of this indeterminacy. For example, the Waltz filtering of the QSIM [12]
system ruled-out a transition of the first derivative of a variable from increasing to decreasing
without first going through a zero state. In practice, however, many possible behaviours will
still be generated [36] and must be somehow handled by the program calling the qualitative
simulator. Clancy and Kuipers observe that. . .
Intractable branching due to irrelevant distinctions is one of the major factors hindering
the application of qualitative reasoning techniques to large real-world problems [37].
As of the time of this writing, the current best-proposal for taming intractable branching from
the QSIM community is the D EC SIM simulator in which the user divides the theory into several partitions [37]. These partitions are then simulated as separate units. While D EC SIM has
been able to offer richer simulations than basic QSIM, D EC SIM’s authors comment that “D EC SIM
cannot guarantee a tractable simulation for any model.” By comparison, we can guarantee a
tractable simulation for theories written using symmetric edges and

IEDGE

linking and whose

non-temporal abductive validation task was tractable.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
Representations are usually assessed via their expressibility, completeness, correctness, and
tractability. Here we have explored a fifth criteria: testability. We have found that seemingly
minor choices in the representation language can have a significant impact on the tractability of
validation. In summary, we have explored a language comprising G -state variables connected
by symmetric edges and joined across time by implicit edge linking. Using a graph-theoretic
analysis, we have shown that such a language saturates in G
terminate after G

time steps; i.e. if proofs do not

time steps, then they will never terminate. This observation can be used to

dramatically cull the search space of qualitative simulations running for very long time periods.
Without knowledge of saturation, if a theory is run for *'C time steps, then the size of the search
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space may be proportional to  Ì*'C / . However, given that language saturates, and if that simulation is only measured at *¨â time points, then we can reduce that space to something much
¾
F
smaller ( 1 3   l ).
3 

Our approach requires that (i) non-temporal abduction of some theory is tractable; and (ii) when
the non-temporal abductive validation problem is converted to a temporal abductive validation
problem, then it is linked using symmetric

IEDGE

edges. The resulting that is more restrictive

than that used in standard qualitative reasoning such as QSIM. Despite these restriction, we have
shown in  VI it is still expressive enough to model and validate real-world QR theories such as
the fisheries model. Further, we can make a clear statement about the tractability of validating
all theories written in our restrictive language where as other QR systems (e.g. D EC SIM) cannot.
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